January 16
Agricola Odoi
University of Tennessee College of Veterinary Medicine
*Lecture Title TBD*

January 30
Marshall Shepherd
University of Georgia
Hammond Lecture: *Can Cities Create or Modify Precipitation, Storms, and Floods? Have we answered this question and what is next in 2014 and beyond?*

February 13
Daniel Flint
University of Tennessee College of Business
*Lecture Title TBD*

February 21-22
Department of Geography Research Symposium

February 27
Cary Mock
University of South Carolina
*Historical Climatology and Climate Extremes*

March 27
Selima Sultana
University of North Carolina at Greensboro
*"Not for Kings or Noblemen or the very Rich, but for Everyone, for all Time": Revisiting the National Park System in a Racially Diverse America*

April 24
Department of Geography Awards Ceremony